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Arbeitspapiere des SFB 340Bericht Nr. 88, Juni 1997DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATIONARTHUR MERIN AND CHRISTINE BARTELSAbstract. We propose a decision-theoretically grounded, transcontextual se-mantics for intonation contours of natural languages, in particular, of English.We critically examine a recent set of proposals for a tonal semantics (Pierrehum-bert & Hirschberg 1990; Hobbs 1990) which identi�es smallest independentlymeaningful units with level tone phonemes and, like other current approaches(e.g. Gussenhoven 1984), �nds denotata in epistemic and discourse relations.Retaining the now standard autosegmental description for intonation phonol-ogy (Pierrehumbert 1980) that underlies these discourse-epistemic accounts oftonal meaning, we propose instead a domain of possible denotata in a spaceof elementary social relations characterizing negotiation (Nash 1953) of jointdeontic-boulomaic or epistemic commitments between cooperating autonomousagents (Merin 1994). Intonational morphemes are tone-level transitions, codingostensible allocation of power of choice of negotiable situational parameters. Thebasic symbolism is iconic of ontogenetically salient associations of pitch and so-cial power; standard default associations of preference and initiative parametersengage `emotive', `discourse-anaphoric' and, via Peirce/Hintikka games, `logi-cal' concomitants. We exemplify with a variety of classic examples (questions,negation scope) including the so-called Contradiction Contour (Liberman& Sag1974) familiar to a wider audience from Johnson-Laird (1988).1. State of the ArtDescription of intonational units, as Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990)[PH] observe, cannot get far without a semantics for them. Autosegmentalphonology for intonation (Pierrehumbert 1980) has been well motivatedon intraphonological grounds. Phonological units instantiate the �nitaryschema X@ where X instantiates to one of two `static, level' tones in theset fH,Lg { to be realized phonetically by vocal pitch, i.e. fundamental f0frequency { and @ is a stress- or position-related feature with values inf*,-,%g. ISSN 0947-6954/97c 1997 The authors1



2 MERIN AND BARTELSRecent proposals for a semantics (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990;Hobbs 1990) interpret phonological units directly as smallest indepen-dently meaning-bearing units (let us say: morphemes). Semantics for themis in discourse-epistemic terms. Bearing on segmental (`text') sentencematerial, X* instructs addressees on the joint epistemic status of its byand large truth-conditional denotatum. The feature value `*' indicatesa stressed item: [H*] marks it as `new' to the common context, [L*] as`given' (Hobbs generalizes [L*] to `not-new', viz. `mutually believed orfalse'). X- instructs the hearer on intermediate interphrasal interpretivediscourse dependencies: [H-] to compose with, [L-] to separate materialcontent from that following next. [X%], a `boundary tone', instructs onlarger interphrasal dependencies: [H%] to interpret the phrase with re-spect to a subsequent one, [L%], the default, not necessarily to do so.However, this semantics, to the signi�cant extent of being predictive,also mispredicts. For instance,1 while it would correctly ascribe `given-ness' (viz. `not-new-ness' qua falsity) to `Freudian (account)' and `new-ness' to `cognitive (account)' in (1), corresponding to the contrast betweenL* and H*, COG(1)i. It's not a dian account - it's a nitiveFREU one.ii. It's not a Freudian account - it's a cognitive one.L* L-H% H* L-L%iii.It's not a Freudian(L*) account(L-H%) - it's acognitive(H*) one(L-L%)it also predicts that in the Alternative Question (AQ) (2)FLE(2)i. Did the suspect speak orFRENCH mish?1The following examples serve both to illustrate this claim and to initiate generalreaders into the transcription convention. The �rst version (i) is our didactic, crypto-Bolingerese Phonetic Target Level Transcription (PTLT). Coarse-grained, it representsan arguably phonologically founded categorization we impose on the phonetic contin-uum. Read by mentally interpolating a continuous pitch contour. Version (ii) is a`ToBI' transcription (Beckman & Ayers 1994) based on Pierrehumbert & Beckman(1986). Note that both L% and H% are phonetically realized as `upstepped' after H-,resulting in a at plateau and a rise of the pitch contour, respectively. Version (iii) isour convention for ToBI in running text.



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 3ii. Did the suspect speak French or Flemish?L* H* L-L%iii.Did the suspect speak French(L*) or Flemish(H* L-L%)?`French' is `given' or `not-new' and `Flemish' is `new' to the discoursecontext. This is not at all borne out by intuitions of given/new-ness,which are not, and could not be, claimed to be a matter of intrasententialsyntactic precedence among disjuncts. Permuting `French' and `Flemish'in (2) changes nothing intuitable regarding `given/newness' but wouldforce a switch in accent tones. This is unlike the case in (1), where achange in clause sequence would not a�ect tone assignment to accentedelements.In other cases the PH semantics fails to make requisite predictions.Examples include variations in phrasal intonation of questions. The term`question intonation' standardly refers to contours characterized by a �nalrise. Yet AQs such as (1) above must obligatorily fall on the last disjunct.Yes-no questions (YNQs) such as those in (3a,b)(3)a. I didn't know John took a job all the way overin Redwood City. now?CARDoes he have a[Does he have a car(H*) now(H-H%)?]b. John did good work for us last year. But I doubt thatwe could still have him going round on his bicycle.CARDoes he have a now?[Does he have a car(H*) now(L-L%)?]may either rise or fall. (By corpus statistics, 2/3rds fall. Note: each of(3a,b) has a single speaker.) The same goes for wh-questions (WHQs)such as (4a,b),(4) A: I still have that mysterious backache. It simplywon't go away. I even went to see an orthopedicspecialist yesterday. say?HE have toa. E: And what did[And what did he(H*) have to say(H-H%)?]



4 MERIN AND BARTELSHEb. E: And what did have to say?[And what did he(H*) have to say(L-L%)?]although these tend more strongly towards a falling pattern. Only in theiruse as `echo questions' (5a,b) do the latter two question types consistentlyend with a rise:(5)a. A: Did Amy get the summer job at the embassy?sy?EMbasE: Did she get the job at the[Did she get the job at the embassy(H* H-H%)](...Was that your question?)b. A: Amy started her job at the embassy last week.week?WHERE lastE: She started her job[She started her job where(H*) last week(H-H%)?]Further, a purely epistemic or discourse-syntagmatic semantics doesnot directly engage, and can rarely be construed to implicate, psycho-sociological aspects of intonational meaning that are traditionally treatedin the sociological category of `register' or a psychological one of `emotive'meaning. Examples are intuitably veri�able glosses such as `less-than-best', `defensive' or `submissive' attaching to the vocal response of, say,one Evita at a job interview with All-Boss Inc. Our example employs aninstance of what is traditionally called a Fall-Rise (FR) to render musicalHirschberg's (1985) { originally non-intonational { dialogue(6) A: Do you speak Portuguese?HUS does.E: My bandH* L-H%[My husband(H*) does(L-H%).]



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 52. Decision-Theoretic Semantics for IntonationThe present, alternative proposal leans towards more traditional ap-proaches in taking kinetic tones, i.e. transitions or movements of perceivedpitch, to be the basic meaning-bearing units, i.e. intonational morphemes.The motivation, by de�nition, will thus be to a large extent semantic. Inthe present case, where the PH phonology is taken for granted, it is ex-clusively so: no intra-phonological or suprasegmentally morphophonemicpoints of critique are addressed.2.1 Construction of a Domain of DenotataWe choose a `top-down' approach. A denotation space for intonation mustsatisfy constraints of1. requisite variety,2. ontogenetic signi�cance,3. phylogenetic plausibility.The �rst rules out accounts based on physiological excitation (Bolinger1982) as much too non-speci�c. (There is very little one cannot get ex-cited about, i.e. arousal is cognitively and emotively non-speci�c.) It alsorules out given/new-style discourse relations, as does the second and, byspeculative extension thereof, the third. In return, the die-hard favouritesof speculative phylogeny lack any structure of accounts reckoned: alarmcries and mating calls do not announce the road to reason.If intra-individual physiology is too broad, and micro-epistemic dis-course relations seem to narrow, to provide semantic structure of justthe right level of boulomaic-deontic-epistemic generality, what remains?We propose fundamental socio-political relations governing the establish-ment, maintenance and negotiation of cooperation among potentially au-tonomous actors as the natural target domain for a semantics of intonation(cf. Merin 1983, 1985). Humanity had to negotiate as it came into exis-tence, and individual people have to start negotiating soon enough aftertaking to the world.Cooperating actors in a minimal, i.e. bi-person social situation { callthem [E]go and [A]lter { have to establish a common ground [CG] of jointdeontic-boulomaic or epistemic commitments. (For linguistic applicationour default identi�cation is for Ego with present Speaker, and for Alterwith Addressee.) To the extent of being autonomous, E and A are in needof persuasion. The paradigmatic question is always:`Why (<expletive>) should I (do/believe that)?'.



6 MERIN AND BARTELSThe need for persuasion, the original principium reddendae rationis, im-plies that E's and A's preferences are formally inverse regarding points atissue. Indi�erence or consonance means, by de�nition, there is no issue.In the most basic model, predicated on the sociopolitical equivalent ofthe physicist's extensionless mass-point, the homo oeconomicus, negotia-tions are in essence bargaining games (Nash 1953), i.e. social situationsin which interests are neither wholly opposed nor wholly consonant. (Ex-ample: How do we divide a cake on a shelf it takes both of us to reach?)Negotiations on what becomes CG proceed by Elementary Social Acts(ESAs) of Claim, Concession, Denial, Retraction (of a Claim).2 These aretransitions to (and from) negotiation states. For a given proposition, thestate set is that of a �nite state automaton (transition system) modellingconventional sequences of moves (e.g. Ego's Concession or Denial is pre-ceded by Alter's Claim). Act-descriptions thus map to constant partialfunctions on the state set. Negotiation states c are characterized by n-tuples (vectors) consisting of a proposition (�, or :�) and four binarydecision-theoretic parameters of negotiation states (Merin 1994).Parameters are functions of states c allocating ostensible actor-role[S]; preference [P] (deemed inverse w.r.t. propositions under negotia-tion); dominance [D] with respect to balance of incentives/warrant; andinitiator-role [I] among E and A. Thus a state vector is of general form<S(c),�,P(c),D(c),I(c)>. Example: Ego's Claim for � to become mutu-ally binding constraint is explicated as<E,�,E,E,E>. Here S(c) = P (c) =D(c) = I(c) = E. Compare Ego's Concession := <E,�,A,A,A> of � andcheck for naturalness; similarly for Denial and Retraction.A �xed equational parameter constraint, P(c)=I(c), determines theabove act-typology: conventionally short-sighted homini oeconomicido not undertake counterpreferential initiatives. However, other act-typologies (including Entreaty, O�er,...) are obtainable by relaxing or eveninverting the constraint.The relation to CG is: once a claim is (vocally or tacitly) conceded,the propositional object becomes, as legal parlance originally had it, `com-mon ground'. Various conventions for retraction (upon denial) are con-ceivable (default against the claimant, else mutual non-commitment.) InMerin (1994, 1996) the explanatory advantages of hypothesizing such anunderlying `Discourse Institution' (DI) of ESAs are explored for non-intonational semantics and pragmatics.2Note the deontic/epistemic generality of the latinate English terms.



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 7In bargaining situations proper, of which basic DIs are highly simpli�edrepresentations, extensions of the simple D and P parameters are deter-mined in terms of cardinal (dis-)utilities. This seems plausible for typicalimperatives, e.g.`Give me your wallet! (Else be a casualty)',but specious for indicatives. Beliefs are, if anything, dispositions to action,not actions.In the present model, therefore, a measure of epistemic state changepotential (Merin 1996), viz. stochastic evidential relevance, explicated bythe Peirce/Turing/Good log-likelihood-ratio or the Johnson/Keynes coef-�cient, instantiates the role of a utility. The proposition is a more or lessuseful argument for or against an ulterior constraint on belief or action,i.e. a proposition at issue.2.2 Intonational Morphemes and their SemanticsIntonational (i.e. suprasegmental) morphemes are kinetic tones: Falls,Rises and some of their Compounds. They denote, in the �rst and coreinstance, (re-)allocations of the [D]-parameter value { i.e. of the powerof choice { either regarding propositions expressed by a whole (segmen-tal) sentence or clause or regarding focus-identi�ed subsentential items(usually syntactic constituents) that co-determine propositions.The cultural association of High mean pitch with low relative socialpower (of children vs. adults, or { induced, as evidenced by widespreadstereotypic socialization accentuating di�erences of laryngeal physiology{ between women and men) provides a ready substrate for association oftone levels: High codes dominance by Alter, Low by Ego. Supposing iso-morphism, transitions to levels should thus code (re-)allocations of powerto choose instantiation of a variable under negotiation. Variably defeasi-ble or `bleachable' default associations for acts in DIs introduce preference(`scale') and initiative (`anaphoricity')-related aspects. (Recall, e.g., thatClaim := <E,(�),E,E,E> is Ego's least marked act type.)2.3 Speci�cs of Intonation SemanticsRecovering familiar `register' universals, Rise R = [L*H@] alienates choiceto Alter, Fall F = [H*L@] appropriates it. Final X- codes target level(Ego-centric mnemonics : H- `exo', L- `endo') and thus dominates in themapping from pairs of static phonemes to kinetic morphemes (X*Y-).Rightmost dominance (Sweet 1878) also holds for X% and for compoundmorphemes. Compounding may occur whenever a tonal movement notassociated with an X* follows one that is, with no prosodic phrase bound-ary intervening. The most distinctive compound morpheme is Fall-Rise



8 MERIN AND BARTELS(FR) = [H* L-H%] We interpret this as an embedding of allocation, anal-ogous to `free indirect speech': a choice (F) is imputed by Ego (via R) toAlter (Merin 1985). 3. QuestionsThe decision-theoretic model o�ers a plausible account of the datamentioned above for which the discourse-epistemic one fails to predict.Variability of �nal pitch movement in YNQs and WHQs reects thefact that Ego may foreground either of two choice-related aspects inherentto questions:� in asking, Ego is alienating choice among alternatives (sets of pos-sible worlds) to Alter, i.e. making a Concession;� in requiring an answer from Alter, Ego is forcing Alter to commithimself to one mutually binding alternative (thus banning othersfrom inclusion in the CG) and is thereby making a Claim.Ostensibly concessive allocation of choice to Alter and ostensible demandfor commitment are conveyed through �nal rise (e.g. (3a,4a)) vs. �nal fall(e.g. (3b,4b)), respectively.The former goes with Ego preferring the inverse of the posed proposi-tion, the latter with Ego being neutral. The greater excursion of a low riserelative to a high rise3 reects a greater perceived discrepancy betweenEgo's epistemic state or preference and Alter's choice as anticipated byEgo:(7) I can't believe you went ahead and gotyourself a job at the embassy in Lisbon.guese?Do you speak uPORT[Do you speak Portuguese(L* H-H%)?]WHQs tend relatively more strongly than YNQs towards showing a �nalfall, since their existential presuppositions constrain the addressee's op-tions even as choice of instantiation for the variable represented by the3Rises are measured beginning with the target level of X* (pre-accent movementsdo not count), in keeping with the general assumption (cp. Gussenhoven 1984) thatthe left edge of unary as well as compound tonal morphemes is always associated withan X*.



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 9wh-expression is allocated to him (Bolinger 1982; Merin 1983). Evidencefor our account are so-called `reference questions', e.g.(8) A: I just talked to him last night.WHOB: You talked to last night?[You talked to who(H*) last night(L-L%)]which have the express purpose of producing previously evaded commit-ment fromAlter to a speci�c extension of a designating expression (Bartels1997a,b). These are obligatorily falling, as predicted.Contrast now echo questions. Whatever their syntax, they typicallyend on either plain R (5a,b above) or FR (9a,b):(9)a. A: Did Amy get the summer job at the embassy?EM sy?B: Did she get the job at the bas[Did she get the job at the embassy(H* L-H%)?]b. A: Amy started her job at the embassy last week.WHERE week?B: She started her job last[She started her job where(H*) last week(L-H%)?]Explanation: Ego cannot felicitously demand (claim) of Alter commitmentto a proposition to which Alter has already made a commitment by hisoriginal utterance. Rather, Ego ostensibly o�ers Alter another choice toaccept the posed sentence as an accurate echo of his original utterance ornot (cf. Bartels 1997a,b). If FR is used rather than a plain R, Ego ostends(read as short for: `ostensibly intends to show') that it is Alter (or at leasta `virtual' Alter) who has already speci�ed the extension of the accented(H*) expression; the result is an added connotation of anaphoricity (Merin1985).In AQs such as (2), (high or low) rises on non�nal disjuncts ostensiblyconcede to the addressee (Alter) the choice of whether the respective



10 MERIN AND BARTELSproposition is to become a mutually binding constraint, i.e. part of theCG. However, the last disjunct (`Flemish') represents a proposition whichmust be added to the CG if none of the preceding ones have been. It is ademand (Claim) for the addressee to commit himself; hence the obligatory�nal fall.As before, if a non�nal disjunct shows an FR rather than a plain R,evoking anaphoricity, the speaker ostends that it is (`virtual') Alter whohas speci�ed the extension for the expression bearing the fall. On theother hand, if a disjunctive question shows a plain F on non�nal accentedconstituents, FRE FLE(10) Did the subject speak orNCH mish?it is best seen as a sequence of independent demands for commitment.Andindeed, intonation does not now suggest mutual exclusivity of alternatives.4. Fall-Rise and Insinuation (`Contradiction')These are some of the most widely discussed `tunes' of English and oneclaim to be defended is that both are FRs.4.1 Fall-Rise and `Second-Best'In Ex. (6) the answer`My husband(H*) does(L-H%)'in response to `Do you speak Portuguese?' will generate an implicature`Speaker (Evita) does not speak Portuguese'(Hirschberg 1985). We believe the correct explanation (cf. Merin 1996)is that Evita's speaking Portuguese would be positively relevant to herbeing hired; hence, her not speaking it, negatively. She avoids, as it were,incriminating herself, by o�ering instead a plainly less positively relevantbut still positive alternative that she can muster. Husbands, relatives,friends can be called upon if necessary.4 The implicature is then what isimputed to All-Boss, the sceptical Alter, as a counterclaim which Evita(Ego) concedes by default. This much can be had without reference tointonation.What Evita's FR intonation ostends is Evita imputing All-Boss withprior choice of `husband', of whom Evita can smartly assert facility in4Unlike Kim Basinger or the President of Brazil: hence `Kim (Bloggs) does' isacceptable, and `Kim Basinger does' is not.



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 11Portuguese. This is a trick: Ego is insinuating the choice into Alter'sbosom (cf. Merin 1985: App.3), ostending that this is what Alter wantedall along. Yet if we ask `Why not the best?', the answer is: because, alongthe controversy-laden, short-range negotiation line, Alter never has Ego's(short-term) best interests close to his heart.Compare now what sense, more to the intuitable point than `focuswithin a given set' (Ladd 1980), this makes of(11) A: Did you feed the animals?GUIE: I fed the pig.nea[I fed the guinea(H*) pig(L-H%)]It is the need to impute choice to Alter that accounts for defensiveness;and for ironic self-e�acement (Ladd: politeness; Ward & Hirschberg 1985:uncertainty) in(12) A: Do you want a glass of water?E: I'll have a beer(H* L-H%).The anaphoricity of FR, familiar from `contrastive topics'(13) YOUN WANTther didn't toThe ger bro move.The younger(H*) brother(L-H%) didn't want(H*) to move(L-L%).is partly engaged by Ladd's gloss. It relates directly to the Initiative pa-rameter and only indirectly, via default association, to Dominance (D)of Alter. With D the tonal lead parameter, we have thus an instance of`bleaching' or metonymy.4.2 FR and Scope of NegationIn PH semantics the distinctive connotations of the fall-rise (H* L-H%)do not obviously follow from the proposed meanings of its components.An example is the intangible chain of inference that is to yield the reliablecontrast (Jackendo� 1972) in scope of negation (8: [all-not], vs. :8 [not-all] from the tonal contrast between sentential F (`A accent')



12 MERIN AND BARTELS(14)a. ALL <`all-not'>the men didn'tgo.[All(H*) the men didn't go(L-L%).]and Fall-Rise (`B accent')(14)b. ALL <`not-all'>go.the men didn't[All(H*) the men didn't go(L-H%).]The decision-theoretic account engages several cooperating features of FRwhich lend the example type its semantically distinctive features. First,FR induces `scalar' intuitions of meaning (Ward & Hirschberg 1985). Whyshould this be so? A priori a plain F is no less able to bear on an itemselected from a set ordered by entailment, situational relevance, utility, orthe like. However, a non-extreme item (recall: `not the best'5 ) draws, likeany privation, attention to the alternative. (The cognitive scientist shouldnot ignore commonsense or folk psychology as a reservoir of topoi.)On the `Aristotelian' square of oppositions, :8 yields the contradic-tory, and 8: the contrary of 8. In terms of relevance to an ulterior issuefH;:Hg, 8: will in general be more strongly positive than :8 if :8 ispositive. If 8 is positive, :8 must be negative; 8: need not always be neg-ative, but usually is more strongly negative than :8. Typically, then :8is a less-than-maximally-strong counter. It is a denial of a positive ratherthan an assertion (claim) of the negative. (The import of this statementabout quanti�ed sentences will be explored elsewhere.) Denial, we haveseen, is an ESA anaphoric to a prior claim. Focus of FR in (14b) is `all',picked out as the choice of (formally agonistic) Alter.Now the second, Rise component of FR comes into play once more.(Over and above marking the item `all' in its focus as chosen by Alter.)Its basic meaning, we noted, is always that of conceding { something orother of situational importance. In the present case, as in the ones above,it is the scalar implicature that represents the concession? In (14b) theimplicature might be (with potential vocalization added) thatSome men did(H*) come(L-L%).5Here is also an explanationwhy `any' meaning `just any old' goes with, even needs,an FR: the choice is not a friendly soul's.



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 13So everything militates for negation to be attracted, in logical reconstruc-tion of what goes on, to `all', and having wide scope. And it can give in toattraction as long as no separate focus (by hypothesis to be explored el-swewhere: no non-!H*-accent) intervenes between the negation morphemeand the FR-accented constituent.4.3 Generic vs. Particular Readings of Inde�nitesPhonemic L* (hence an L*H-, a [R]ise) on inde�nite sentence topics as in(15)a. STRAA ger is allergic toTI W.[A tiger(L* H-) is allergic to straw(H* L-L%).]does not induce the interactive (`not new') interpretation postulated byPH, but rather forces a universal/generic reading of `A tiger is allergic tostraw'. (Similarly for FR.) By contrast, an H* (hence an H*L-, a [F]all)(15)b. TI STRAA ger is allergic to W.[A tiger(H* L-) is allergic to straw(H* L-L%).]favours an existential/particular one, though a generic reading is availabletoo.For PH one might now argue that L* does spell genericity qua uni-versal idea everyone has a grasp of, while H* indicates a speci�c beastnot everyone knows about. But this would be specious: even if there is awell-established tiger in common `referential' ground, the preferred inter-pretation of R is still the universal one.The decision-theoretic explanation is in line with an interactive seman-tics for quanti�ers proposed by Peirce and developed by Beth, Lorenzenand, best known though a-socially, Hintikka (1968). If Ego asserts a uni-versal sentence (8x[Qx]), agonistic Alter has free choice of any singularinstance (i.e. a named individual). Suppose Alter picks a. Then Ego has toprove Qa. Failure amounts to a win for Alter: 8x[Qx] is falsis�ed. Dually,Ego's assertion of an existential 9x[Qx] allows Ego free choice of instan-tiating instance. Say he chooses e. Then 9x[Qx] is veri�ed if (though notonly if) Qe is.Generic readings of inde�nite noun phrases are, for most inferentialpurposes, tantamount to universal ones. Similarly for singular, speci�c



14 MERIN AND BARTELSreadings and existentials. An R allocating choice to Alter makes for uni-versal/generic readings: the ostension being that no potential instantia-tion is unsupportive of Ego's assertion. Implied lack of speaker preferencefor particular items (compare: free-choice permission, Merin 1992) leadsto generic interpretation: all instantiations are ostensibly equivalent.FR, ostending a choice already made by Alter, would similarly presagechoice of a generic instance for purposes of argumentation: Alter wouldcertainly not have picked an item most favourable to making Ego's claimstick. (Again: `Why not the best (for Ego)!'). The prediction would bethat, if any distinction between universal and generic reading should befound, FR should favour the `generic individual' reading. A fall, F, allo-cating choice of instance to Ego, makes prima facie for singular readings.What admits the generic alternative here, we believe, is Ego's option,in type-promiscuous natural language, to choose a plural individual: anatural kind.4.4 Presupposition, Monotonicities, and FRIn explanation of why FR so often does duty for `only', the default-linkedPreference parameter comes to the fore. Suppose Alter makes a claim`John is happy'. Ego, if conceding, will not rationally concede more thannecessary. `John is only happy' might express this, along with a con�dentimplication that there are other things, better for his champion Alter,that John isn't. Note now that FR, here(16) `John is happy(H* L-H%)',is traditionally seen to implicate that of which a continuation `but he isn'tecstatic' notes a possible instance. `Only' minimizes: the less the better,as far as Ego is concerned. I.e. Ego's assertion (pre-theoretically: claim) isthat John is no more than happy, whereas Alter's assertion, anaphoricallypreserved here (as in: `pickled' !), was that John was no less than happy.This is what is often called the presupposition or conventional implica-ture of `only': suspendible (by `if indeed he is') though never cancellable.Their associated monotonicities of preference and of inference are inverse,respectively. In the scope of negation, preferences reverse once more, with`only' quite optional given FR: `John isn't (only) happy((H* L-H%), he'secstatic(H* L-L%)' i.e.(17) HAP STAy, he's ecJohn isn't (only) p tic.No appeal to an unexplicated (unexplicable?) `metalinguistic' negation isneeded. Anaphoric/contrastive properties of FR, as evidenced in `Not C



DECISION-THEORETIC SEMANTICS FOR INTONATION 15but B' constructions (FR on C, B elliptic) (= Ge. `sondern', Sp. `sino')are explicable in the same terms linking Preference (P) and anaphoricity(via Actor-role (S) and Initiative (I)).4.5 `Contradiction Contour' = Sentence-Scope FRLiberman & Sag's famous if misnamed `Contradiction Contour'6 exem-pli�ed by `Elephantiasis(L*+H H+!H*) isn't incurable(L* L-H%)!'(18) leE phan ble!TIasis isn't inCURais not speci�c to contradiction (cp. Cutler's 1977 `Go and see what thefellow wants!'; Bolinger 1982) but admits glosses `I thought you knew', `Ishouldn't need to tell you'. The label `Insinuation Contour' (Merin 1985)tells why.What gives IC/CC utterance-focus (i.e. no focus), assuming it is anFR, is (I) obligatoriness of more gradual fall: ruling out narrow focus, aswith relatively gradual FR variants; and (II) the systematic violation of adefault rule we see as governing the suprasegmental phonology-semanticsinterface.`Accent' is a phonological notion; `focus' a pragma-semantic one. Eachfocus, on the present account, is associated with a kinetic tonal morpheme.But suppose now that the suprasegmental tonal phonology of an accentedsentential substring is such as not to admit identi�cation or characteri-zation as an independent morpheme, e.g. through lack of a phoneticallyrequisite `stagesetting' transition of f0 (recall fn. 6 on `stagesetting').Misalignment of H*, i.e. L*+H H+!H* prenuclear accenting, will { atleast in the prototype of IC/CC { block any direct accent-focus mapping.Then the interpretation of dependent (H+!H*) and independent (L* L-H%) morphemes, considered together, is that the focus is the whole sen-tence. We have now indeed a `holistic tune', recoverable as meaningful in6Following PH, we treat X+ pre�xes to X* tones as representing distinct targetpitch levels. But contra PH, in the present model these tones do not contribute to tonalmorphology;X+X* pitchmovementsare either mere `stagesetting'devices highlightingthe X* origin of subsequent, morphemic movements, or indicate an alignment shift inpitch peak. The symbol `!' codes `downstep', i.e. what PH interpret as a phonologicallytriggered lowering and compression of pitch range; the e�ect in (18) is a reduction inheight of the !H* tone relative to the immediately preceding H+ tone. We hypothesizethat !H* is functionally di�erentiated from other X* tones by an inability to signal thepresence of a separate focus.
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